
ARJENT S2 LED Lightbar

Specify dome color
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The new JetSOLARIS LED lightbars 
utilize our patent-pending ROC™
and SOLARIS® technologies. ROC
technologies minimizes 85% of
potential connection failures while
SOLARIS® reflectors efficiently collect
and disperse light from LEDs. Each JLX LED lightbar is designed to provide complete 360˚ of warning light coverage. The LEDs found
in the JetSOLARIS lightbar provide many benefits to customers including long lamp life, low current draw and a 5-year warranty. JLX bars
feature halogen TCL lights for increased traffic clearing capability. Several built-in flash patterns generate strobe-like activity to catch 
driver attention. These lightbars are configured to NFPA 1901 requirements (in all red) and are available in 48" or 54" lengths.

All models feature SOLARIS® LED reflector technology
Innovative ROC™ (Reliable Onboard Circuitry™)
Can be configured to meet NFPA requirements
Available in 48" and 54" lengths
Five-year LED product warranty
Color: Red

Innovative elliptical design positions the light heads for continuous warning 
coverage and superior off-axis warning
ROC (Reliable Onboard Circuitry™) eliminates approximately 85% of the potential failure points in a typical lightbar
Ability to reconfigure the entire lightbar on the vehicle
SOLARIS® LED lights are optimized for the ROC assemblies and offer even better optical efficiency
Microprocessor controller provides a library of flash patterns, and built-in SignalMaster™ directional warning
RS485 bus connection simplifies installation with only power, ground, and snap-in RJ-style connections
High-power halogen takedown and alley lights provide excellent scene coverage
Aerodynamic housing and aluminum base provide fuel efficiency as well 
as stability, with mounts available in black or neutral colors
53" versions fit a wide variety of vehicle sizes
5-year LED product warranty

ClearRedBlue

Cat# Description Color Price
BA139 48" JetSOLARIS Lightbar with ROC™ and SOLARIS® Technology Red $1,513.95
BG178 54" JetSOLARIS Lightbar with ROC™ and SOLARIS® Technology Red $1,613.95

JetSOLARIS Lightbars with ROC™ and SOLARIS™ Technology

Red/Clear/Blue Blue/Blue/Blue Red/Red/Red
BE090 53" ARJENT S2 LED Lightbar $2,334.95 $2,334.95 $2,334.95

BH075 45" Legend LED Lightbar Driver Side Red LEDs Passenger Side Blue Halogen 
Alley and TD, Hook Mount Kit $2,299.95

BH076 45" Legend LED Lightbar Driver Side Red LEDs Passenger Side Blue LED 
Alley and Halogen TD, Hook Mount Kit and Built-In SignalMaster $2,399.95

Legend LED Lightbar

Ultra-bright white LED 
takedowns available
Low-profile, linear lightbar design 
offers front and rear cut-off and dimming features
Lightbar can be reconfigured on the vehicle
Patent Pending ROC (Reliable Onboard Circuitry™) technology eliminated approximately 
85% of the potential failure points in a typical lightbar
Newly optimized SOLARIS® LED lights maximize warning signals at 360˚ and 90˚ off-axis
Optional built-in SignalMaster™ directional warning
Advanced microprocessor controller provides three modes of operation and a library of flash patterns
5-year LED warranty
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